2016 Golden Cylinder Award Winners for Packaging, Product, Stamp
and Label Categories

Packaging and Label- Paper
This winner was printed using water-based Inks. The judges commented
on the quality of the images, vignettes and the color balance across the
range. The realization of the parchment look and detail was also noted.
This unique campaign from the customer was well executed by the printer,
who created the sense of randomization for the consumer.

Winner in the Packaging and Label-Paper category for
Pabst Blue Ribbon American Traditions Collection
Inland
LaCross, WI

Packaging and Label - Film/Film Lamination
The judges were impressed by the registration, vivid details, unbelievable
transitions and one commented that the process work was so well
executed – it looks 3D! The extreme screen resolution of the imaging
process and the volume delivery of gravure achieved the contrast and
subtleties of this design.

Co-winner in the Packaging and Label-Film/Film Lamination category for
Mayonnaise Sloboda
UKRPLASTIC
Kiyv, Ukraine

Packaging and Label - Film/Film Lamination
Equally, a very demanding family of designs caught the judges’ eyes. Very
tight registration and subtle tones were very well executed. The smooth
vignettes and fine text were also remarkable; these are great examples of
using the gravure process to differentiate high value products from
competing options.

Co-winner in the Packaging and Label-Film/Film Lamination category for
Ghirardelli Melting Wafers
American Packaging Corporation
Columbus, WI

Packaging and Label-Film-Surface/Reverse Printed
Something new and well executed; top notch, outstanding work on a
difficult substrate. The judicious use of process colors and high brilliance
silver, creates impactful graphics that are used to dramatic effect,
demonstrating the strength of the Gravure process.

Winner in the Packaging and Label-Film-Surface/Reverse Printed for
Philip Morris USA Marlboro Blend 27 Promotional Outerwrap
Mundet
Surgoinsville, TN

Packaging and Label-Film-Shrink
Superb reproduction of the delicate and complex floral designs, contrasting
with vibrant background colors, makes this one a winner! Fluorescent,
metallic and pearlescent elements worked together providing a dramatic
backdrop to the illustrations, but required first rate registration across up to
ten colors.

Winner in the Packaging and Label-Film-Shrink category for
Ultra Downy Family
Multi-Color Corporation
Batavia, OH

Packaging and Label-Film-Pressure Sensitive
A deceptively simple design is executed to provide a subtle textural
appearance. The silver was engraved using a proprietary high
definition/high volume technique from WRE/ColorTech. Brilliantly executed
labels developed for a very limited market challenge some of the
misconceptions about market scope for gravure.

Winner in the Packaging and Label-Film-Pressure Sensitive category for
Bud Select-Brewed for the Lou
CCL Label
Clinton, SC

Packaging and Label- Paperboard/TopCoated
The registration between the micro-embossing and print elements in this
classy carton caught the attention of the judges. The printer brought the
redesign of this brand to life and exceeded the expectations of their
customer – what more can you ask?

Winner in the Packaging and Label-Paperboard/TopCoated category for
Virginia Slims Micro-Embossing
Amcor Tobacco Packaging
Chester, VA

Packaging and Label - Corrugated
The judges commented on the clean execution of this piece, good
transitions and well executed vignettes. Very well done! ESA enhanced the
performance on press and new engraving technology from Ohio enhanced
the type.

Winner in the Packaging and Label- Corrugated category for
Pearl 8240938 115ct. Finish PB
Packaging Corporation of America
Waco, TX

Product-Decorative Coverings
This product takes on the challenge of rendering pastel shades and
beautiful babies and shows how it should be done! The judges found it
almost impossible to find a flaw in this example; they particularly admired
the flesh tones and text quality – Wow!!!

Winner in the Product-Decorative Coverings category for
Wet wipes for babies
UKRPLASTIC
Kiyv, Ukraine

Product-Floorcoverings
This example is designed for exterior use and therefore combines specially
formulated inks and specific separation processes that are particularly
suited to the gravure process. The illusion of texture and detailed grain
structure elevated this entry.

Winner in the Product-Floorcoverings category for
Weathered Grey-Architectural Films
CCL Design
Schererville, IN

Product-Functional
Excellent use of the matte and metallic and well balanced illustrations
endeared this entry to the judges. Such a well-executed, challenging piece,
when you consider the film substrate used and the diverse elements that
had to be satisfied. Great Job!

Winner in the Product-Functional category for
Prepress work for "Nestle KitKat Mini Moments"
Flex Middle East Fze-Graphics, UAE
Dubai, UAE

Product-Decorative Laminates
The judges felt that this product met all the criteria to win this category in
addition to the functional category previously announced.

Winner in the Product-Decorative Laminates category for
Weathered Grey-Architectural Films
CCL Design
Schererville, IN

Technical Innovation-Image Carrier
Edge integrity is enhanced by this technology, delivering the benefits of
chemical etching with the predictability of electromechanical engraving.

Winner in the Technical Innovation-Image Carrier category for
Hybrid Engraving System
Ohio Gravure Technologies
Miamisburg, OH

Technical Innovation-Inks & Substrates
The tactile elements impressed the judges and fit well with the embossed
elements. Both graphic elements and tactile elements pose their own
particular challenges; this entry shows how they can be met and overcome
to produce a great pack.

Winner in the Technical Innovation-Inks & Substrates category for
JTI Export A Tactile Ebeam Bevel Hingelid
Amcor Packaging Richmond
Chester, VA

Technical Innovation-Post Press
Consideration for the environmental was a factor in this category winner.
An effective process with a minimized waste-stream won the admiration of
the judges.

Winner in the Technical Innovation-Post Press category for
Aeromaid: Automated Cleaning Equipment for Gravure and Anilox
Rolls
Pad Flexomaid
Quebec, Canada

Technical Innovation-Packaging
This is an additional technical innovation award for developments achieved
in E-Beam application. In this case, gravure is the only process capable of
producing the requisite design elements.

Winner in the Technical Innovation-Packaging category for
JTI Export A Tactile Ebeam Bevel Hingelid
Amcor Packaging Richmond
Chester, VA

Technical Innovation-Product
A safe, time saving innovation that does not use any chemicals and only
human energy – got to be a winner!

Winner in the Technical Innovation-Product category for
Grinding Stone Clamping Unit
SYNTEK Co., LTD.
Yokohama, Japan

Technical Innovation-Label
If you would like to give the world a Coke – it now comes with a bow! This
marketing innovation uses the interactive label construction to provide a
Holiday novelty.

Winner in the Technical Innovation-Label category for
Coca Cola BOW Labels
Constantia Flexibles
Mason, OH

” Best of the Best” Co-Winners

Philip Morris USA Marlboro Blend 27 Promotional Outerwrap
Mundet Tennessee
Surgoinsville, TN

Wet wipes for babies
UKRPLASTIC
Kiyv, Ukraine

